
East Midlands Teaching Schools Strategic Group Minutes 

5th December 2017 

Ashbrook Junior School, Derby  

 

Attendees:  

Teaching School Council  Chris Wheatley 
Leicestershire  Inderjit Sandhu (Chair)    
Lincolnshire                                     Helen Barker  
Lincolnshire  Kath Carter  
Nottinghamshire   Paul Goodman 
Nottinghamshire  Dave Cotton 
Leicester City   Dave Roper                                 
Nottingham   Matt Lawrence  
Derby City                                        Adrian Taylor                                    
Derbyshire  Mary Shishefar 
EMTSA Network Chair                   Anju Virdee                                           
Business Support  Mark Lambell 
Regional Strategic Co  Kate McKenna,  
Business Support         Ellen Lee 
Business Support                            Becky Smith  

Apologies: James Brown (Leicestershire), Jeanette Hart (Derbyshire), Jude Macdonald (Rutland), Pete 
Chilvers (BSP), Rhian Richardson (Leicester City), Sarah Heesom (Nottingham), Wendy Colebourne 
(Derby City), Rob Gooding (Rutland).  

 

1. Welcome, introductions and apologies and agreeing AOB   

Welcome Becky Smith, SDSA who will become part of the wider Business Support Partner team going 
forwards.  

 

2. Minutes of previous meeting and matters arising not elsewhere on the agenda       

SRIB  

- Kate McK requested that Local Leads introduce themselves at the Local Partnership Board 
meetings as mini regions/representing the Teaching Schools network rather than individual 
Teaching Schools.  

 

Pupil Premium Review  
There is some confusion about the expectation of engaging the PPR champion, David Deacon, in the 
Pupil Premium Review process.  

Action: Interjit Sandhu to follow this up with David Deacon. 

 

Coaching Pledge  

The region has now received details regarding the commission to support the delivery of the Coaching 
Pledge. It was agreed that the SDSA as Business Support Partner would play a lead role in delivering a 



locally led model that encourages Teaching Schools to engage at local level with potential coaches 
and colleagues to sign up to coaching.  

The SDSA attended the National meeting to find out further details of the expectations and 
deliverables of the commission and research the feasibility of how it can be embedded into our work 
with Women into Leadership (see below).  

The SDSA are working with colleagues from the South Yorkshire and Humber to see how to effectively 
integrate the Coaching Pledge into the work already taking place.   

Ellie will continue to feedback on how the commissions are structured and progressing in the South 
Yorkshire and Humber.  

 

Update on Women into Leadership  

SDSA will be leading on Women into Leadership in addition to the Coaching Pledge, forming one 
proposal and reshaping the model in order to balance the two.  

Action – Proposal to follow in the new term.  

NLGs  

It was discussed that difficulties in understanding the varying fee’s linked to commissioning NLG’s and 
the complexity of understanding how to appropriately allocate the funding is increasingly becoming a 
barrier in effectively integrating the work of NLG’s into the system.  

It was agreed that Jane Lewis, Regional NLG Coordinator would be invited to the next meeting to 
discuss the funding in further detail.  

Email request received from Jane Lewis that we look at standardising the rates of NLG’s across the 
system more in line with the NLE and SLE deployment costs e.g. £550 day rate with a £50 admin fee 
to the Teaching School.  

Jane felt it would be timely to use the SSIF process as the catalyst of developing a regional pricing 
structure that would also support and encourage colleagues to actively consider the benefit of NLG 
support within the Strategic School Improvement applications.  

Action: Ellie to invite Jane Lewis to the next EMTSGG meeting on the 1st March.  

Research Schools  

The importance of actively embedding the work of the Research Schools into the Teaching Schools 
was agreed. It is becoming clear that as the need for evidence based practice increases linked to the 
Strategic School Improvement Fund that growing links with the Research Schools is essential.  

Kate McKenna has been working with Juliet Brookes at Kyra Research school to discuss a strategy for 
embedding evidence-based practice across the region.  

A series of 2 workshops to support the use and embedding of evidence based practice have been 
designed (see attached). Stage 1 will include 2 workshops along with an assignment of Evidence Leads 
of Education (ELEs) with 3 sets of interviews followed by one training day for the newly appointed 
ELEs.   

Kyra are to do the designation, managing and quality assurance of the ELEs.  However, capacity needs 
to be considered.   

 Funding contribution - £6,000, (£3,000 from the Director of Children’s services and £3,000 from 
the EMTS) 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/i0x1fjb6s2340r5/Using%20evidence%20to%20inform%20SSIF%20bids%20workshops%20FULL.docx?dl=0


 It was agreed that there will be 10 funded places for designated ELEs, one for each mini region 
including Rutland.  This is a pilot and if it works there will be more. 

Although this is currently an East Midlands model only, the importance of replicating a locally led 
model across the South Yorkshire and Humber was discussed. Kate McK is leading on this work in the 
early stages to help facilitate and is arranging a joint meeting with the Research Schools early into the 
new term.  

Action: Kate to forward the two communications from Juliet at Kyra to Ellie and she will communicate it 
out to the group.   

Action: Kate to coordinate a meeting for all Research Schools.  

Action: Adrian to send through the Derbyshire Research School proposal.  

 

3. Election of EMTSSG Co-Chair 

Nomination papers for the role of Co-Chair were sent out prior to the 05.12.17.   It was agreed that a 
formal process should be followed in the future and a model will be set up ready for next year so that 
there is always chair/co-chair on a rolling basis.   

 Elected Co-chair is Helen Barker, Lincolnshire (KYRA). Congratulations to Helen Barker.  
        

4. Update from TSC meeting 22/23 November 2017  

Chris Abbott, Teaching School Council Representative from the South Yorkshire and Humber attended 

her first meeting, Chris Wheatley was unable to attend. Chris A confirmed that the meeting discussion 

was dominated by SSIF but there does not appear to be any significant change.      

   

5. Local Partnership meetings: 

a. Feedback from last round of meetings, EMN 31/10/17, EMS 02/11/17.     

We are currently seeking clarification from the DfE regarding the SSIF commission including 
clarification on the level of involvement required to support MAT’s through the SSIF process.  

Due to the level of capacity it will take to effectively link with MAT’s through the SSIF process, Kate 
McKenna is seeking absolute clarification from NCTL/DfE colleagues. 

It was discussed that the relationship between MAT’s and TS is important as if they are there they 
provide insight into SRIB.   

Affinity in Leicestershire have been proactive in identifying suitable MAT representation and have 
pulled the MATs together in the region to agree a representative.  

As 6 out of 7 TS who sit on the SRIBs are also MATs, it needs to be considered how it may look 
including MATs. It was agreed that connectivity is important for the work of Teaching Schools and 
implementation of SSIF is to be effective.  

b. Preparation for EMS 12/12/17, EMN15/12/17  

 Action: Network mapping to be provided at the next meeting. 

            

6. Targeted Leadership Innovation Fund (TLIF) – Link to website  

The SDSA attended a TLIF seminar and feedback.  

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/teaching-and-leadership-innovation-fund


The process to apply for TLIF had been simplified and allows for potential applicants to submit an 
‘expression of interest’ and receive feedback prior to submitting a full application. It is still evident 
that they are looking for larger providers to apply. There are more areas to apply for compared to last 
year’s application (see attachment)  

SDSA are happy to support and set up a working group for late January for Teaching Schools to come 
together and discuss potential topics to see if it would be worth applying.  It was agreed that moving 
forwards we need to be proactive as a region in sharing effective practice. 

It was confirmed that the Governors Clerking bid had been successful.  

Action: SDSA to research Early Years and Leadership and arrange a meeting for a working group to look 
at potential TLIF areas.  

 

7. Local Hubs  

a. Service Level Agreement and Reporting       

Local Leads will be required to provide a termly report that outlines what activity has taken place at 
local level. The Service Level Agreement and a Local Hub Reporting Template were provided for 
discussion  

It was agreed that either Kate or BSP colleagues will attend a sample of local hub meetings to see how 
these are working at local level and to provide a quality assurance function for the commissioned 
work. 

It was agreed that effective reporting would include ‘what is working well’ and ‘even better if’ and 
colleagues would outline potential barriers to be discussed at Strategic Board level.  

This report provides local hubs with an opportunity to share what is happening in other mini regions 
and gains us an overview over the past 12 months over different areas.  

Action: Ellie to amend the Local Hub Reporting Template and re-send to the group.  

Action: Local Hubs to send BSP scheduled dates of meetings to enable Kate or BSP to attend. 

b. Discussion on how well hubs/networks are working including  

 refresh of our audit – Knowledge Hub  

 

The Knowledge Hub pocket guides were presented to the group. These will be made accessible from 
the portal and will be available to colleagues to support the SSIF process.    

It was agreed that this should be updated at the end of every term with a deadline date/calendar to 
be sent out to encourage the form to be updated.  

It was agreed that Pocket Guides would not include subjective RAG rating, only factual content.   

Action: Ellie to make the necessary changes and make these available via the portal.  

 

8. SSIF including: 

 
a. Lessons learned from round 1 delivery and 2 planning and application.    

 When applying, we should be considering the timeline of process and how long they take to 
achieve.  Previous successful bids have found that they underestimated their timings and are 
already behind on what they set out in their timeline of deadlines.  



 

 Action plans that reflect the reporting process are more effective.  
 

 Keep in mind the money that you include for TSA leadership, governance and development costs.  
The Kyra-led LTT project has already consumed all of the days planned for this activity and many 
more in the set up phases of the project.  We underestimated the time that would be required for 
this.   

   

 It was discussed that growth should be considered rather than rewriting whole bids, where there 
is an invitation to apply for this to the DfE.  
 

  
 
b. Capacity building  
 
It is becoming clear that the SSIF process is having an impact on local and regional capacity and it was 
discussed that an increasing concern is that a number of TSC commissions, for example but not 
limited to the targeting of cold spots, are not having the time dedicated to them as previously.  This 
has been noted on the EMSYH risk register and the Regional Coordinators will be monitoring these 
going forwards.  
 
A recent request from the LPM was for mini regions to submit their capacity to deliver for Rounds 3 
onwards.  
 
Action: BSP to develop an ‘engagement tracker’ so we can see where time is being allocated. This will 
enable us to provide information back to TSC and DfE on impact of SSIF on other commissions. 
 

c. Validation of evidence based practice.  

 It was agreed that we need to start collecting and validating evidence based practice. The group 
was asked to consider how we are going to develop and use them and feedback at the next 
meeting. 

 

9. KPIs and peer review 

The East Midlands had previously developed a localised Peer Review Framework. This has now been 
edited to include the latest KPI’s. Further work needs to be done to support the process of the Peer 
Review now that the QA Commission has been confirmed. This to be coordinated at mini regional 
level and monitored at regional level.   
 
Action: A reminder that the Peer Review Framework is available to Teaching Schools to go out in the 
weekly update.  Teaching Schools can choose what Peer Review process that best supports their locally 
agreed processes.  
         

Action: Ellie to communicate via the weekly e-bulletin and to keep live in discussions.  

 

10. The School led conference – a proposed strategy – see attached 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/we3kdnrgt92rtk3/SLC%20proposal%202018.docx?dl=0


A proposal has been drafted that suggests that we have two conferences, a teaching school only 
workshop early in the New Year and a full conference including a range of stakeholders in June. – see 
attached.  

The workshop is expected to be held on the 6th February and will be a workshop style event with an 
invitation to Teaching Schools only.  This will be for a maximum of 2 delegates per Teaching School 
making it an event for approximately 170 and an opportunity to strengthen our region.    

The proposed plan is for it to involve thinking around research (understanding, using and validating 
evidence based practice). 

The full conference would likely be in the Spring/Summer time like in previous years.  This would 
include high profile speakers and a target audience of teaching schools and their regional and local 
partners.   

It is proposed that a researcher could be commissioned to work with teaching schools across the 
region to collect, collate and publish a ‘prospectus of evidence of impact’ rather than have 
workshops.  This would allow us to share our practice more widely and provide an opportunity to link 
with Research Schools.  

Action: Group to put 6th February in their diaries for the proposed first conference in the New Year.   

Action: Ellie to send the proposal out this week in the Weekly Update and request for interest in 
involvement of the Steering Group.  

11. AOB  

Helen Barker mentioned the regional challenge regarding gathering and sharing data.  An additional 
group of representatives across the East Midlands has formed temporarily, including Local Authority 
reps, data managers and Teaching Schools (EMTSGG reps).  The aim of this group is to form an East 
Midlands Data Sharing proposal that would enable school level data from across the East Midlands to 
be available to TSAs in support of future SSIF bids.  There are still a number of legal and practical 
issues to consider, however the group is hopeful that progress can be made and a proposal be put 
forward to EMSIG at their next meeting, allowing regional data to be accessible within the Round 3 
window. 

 

 

Future meetings 

 1st March, Manor Farm School, 9:30pm – 2:30pm 

 10th May, Tuxford Academy, 1pm – 4pm 

 9th July, Fossebrook Primary School, 1pm – 4pm 


